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New Pan N9NE is a variation of Baccarat and features 
head-to-head play against the dealer with Dragon  
Bonus and Tie side bets.

GETTING STARTED
Make your standard ante wager, along with the two  
optional side bets. Once all wagers have been placed, 
the dealer will deal each player and themselves  
2 cards. The dealer’s cards will be face down. The  
player may now decide to draw a single card or  
play their 2 card hand as is. Scoring is the same as in  
standard baccarat: Aces count as one, 2-9 count as  
their face value and 10-value cards count as zero. In  
the event the total exceeds 10 points, the 10-Column  
is eliminated. For example, if the player’s cards are  
10-4-8, the total value is two points. Once each player 
has acted, the dealer will reveal their cards. The dealer 
will draw a third card if the hand score of the two cards 
is 0 through 5.
  



WINNING AND LOSING
Beat the dealer’s point total and your ante wager wins 
1 to 1. If your point total is less than the dealer’s point  
total, your ante wager will lose. If two hands tie, the  
ante wager pushes. If the player’s hand outranks the  
dealer’s hand with a score of a three card 6, the ante 
wager pushes. 

NOTE: Your Dragon Bonus wager is paid if your New 
Pan N9NE hand beats the dealer’s New Pan N9NE 
hand by 5 or more points. See paytable for odds.
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Pays even money if the player 
out scores the dealer.

Pushes when the player  
beats the dealer with a score of 

6 consisting of 3 cards.

DRAGON BONUS
Win by Pays

9 15 to 1
8 8 to 1
7 6 to 1
6 4 to 1
5 2 to 1

TIE
Tie 7 to 1

ANTE




